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Editorial: The List: the BCLiberal record— love it or hate it
The following list of actions taken in the last two terms by BC’s

Liberal government are in no particular order but those we

consider particularly important are starred. We are sure

readers can add to this list. Is it time for somebody else to be at

the helm?

**Sold BC Rail in a doubtful deal for much less than it was

worth;

**Failed to hold regular legislative sessions;

*Privatized power generation and stopped development by

BC Hydro;

*Privatized BC Ferries, asset stripped, and froze subsidy so

fares went up;

*Created Translink, then took it away from local control;

*Privatized hospital cleaning and broke HEU contract, lost

case in court;

*Reduced number of residential care beds for seniors;

*Awarded part of BC Hydro to Accenture;

*Large financial overrun on Vancouver Convention Centre;

*Large salary raises to MLAs, Cabinet, Premier, politically

appointed senior civil servants;

* Enacted election Gag Law, struck down in courts;

*Signed Trade Investment Labour Mobility Agreement with

Alberta, exposing local legislation and policies to attack;

*Allowed export of raw logs;

*Increased post secondary fees, decreased grants;

Unsuccessfully promoted the GSX pipeline and the Duke

Point generation plant and

*Eventually ran high tension powerline through Tsawwassen

and then had to purchase all the houses along it to be sold at a

loss;

Reduced the Ministry of Environment;

Reduced the number of park rangers, and cut back the days

some parks are open;

Permitted private lodges in public parks;

Reduced water testing requirements;

Unknown financial overrun on Sea-to-Sky highway, plus

environmental damage;

Excessive executive salaries to BC Rail, BC Ferries;

Sold fast ferries without considering alternative uses;

Promoted P3 for Port Mann bridge, then had to back out and

provincially fund it;

Ignored freedom of information laws;

Failed to enforce lobbying legislation;

Poor budgeting and financial management for Olympics;

Allowed Canada Line to change contract, tear up Cambie

Street;

Bill 30 stops municipal govts from rezoning run-of-river

sites;

Significant Projects Streamlining Act gives draconian

powers to the Province;

Allowed forest lands to be made available for suburban and

resort development;

Private forest lands deregulated (PMFL);

Cut funding to school boards;

Deregulated private post-secondary education;

Privatized BC health records with Maximus; and

Sold BC Gas to Terasen.
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